




TOOLS

HARDWARE

PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER 3/32 ALLEN KEY     1/8 ALLEN KEY    5/32 ALLEN KEY      2 PERSONS

HANDLE ASSEMBLY PARTS

1/4-20 X 3/4” Furniture Bolt 1/4-20 x 1 1/2” Furniture Bolt #10-32 X 1/4” FH Bolts

3M Allen KeyRing Cover Handle PostHandle

Top CapWood DowelCam Dowel

X1X8X8

X7X4X16

Coat Hook Bolt

X1

X1X1X2 X2

X3

1/4-20 Dowel Nut

X6



STEP 1 

STEP 2 Insert two 1/4-20 dowl nuts into holes on either side of the back panel (a) ensure 
threaded hole is facing bottom hole (b). Then proceed to slot on cross members 
using dowels to align. The metal surface of each cross member should be facing 
inward.

Using two people, lay back panel onto provided foam strips with the perforated 
metal facing up. Ensure the lower strip is located below the powercord emerging from 
rear face of the panel. Screw cam dowels into back frame and insert wood dowels 
into holes between them. 
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STEP3

STEP 4

Tighten cam nuts on each cross member to secure cross members to back panel 
then insert wood dowels into the two central holes on the top face of each cross 
member.

C Detail C

Place Desk assembly onto back panel, aligning studs in rear face of desk with holes 
in back panel and ensuring motion sensor and plugs align with openings. Bolt into 
place using 1/4-20 x 3/4” bolts and 1/8” allen key under desk and coat hook bolt in 
center.
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STEP 6

STEP 5 Align ceiling assembly on back panel with finished 
face toward the desk assembly and integrated 
lighting on same side as wiring protruding from Back 
panel. Find hole for wire pass-through* on short side 
of ceiling assembly and feed through wiring located 
at top of back panel one at a time. Align the four 
holes in ceiling assembly with threaded holes in back 
panel and bolt using 1/4-20 x 3/4” bolts and 1/8” 
allen key.

Detail E
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Interior Face

Using two people, carefully lift the face frame from the packaging and place it on 
its side with the door hinges up and door handle down. This minimizes any risk of 
the door opening. With one person holding the door upright, screw cam dowels into 
the interior side of the face frame using the outer two of four holes located near the 
base of the frame.

A Detail A



STEP 8

STEP 7Using two people, carefully place face frame onto 
crossmembers, desk and ceiling by aligning cam bolts, 
dowels, and studs.

Bolt to desk and ceiling using 1/4-20x 3/4” bolts 
(as done in steps 4 & 5) and tightening cam nuts 
to secure face frame to cross members (as done 
in step 3). Once secured, remove brace from 
bottom of face frame*.
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STEP 10

STEP 9

Using two people, flip the booth upright.

Slide metal base onto frame by aligning studs 
into holes and then bolt into place using 1/4-20 X 
1-1/2” bolts using four open un-threaded holes in 
corners. With the frame attached, thread levelling 
feet into threaded holes located in the four 
corners.
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STEP 12

STEP 11

Open door and place carpet into base of booth, 
tucking sides under cross members.

Install handles on latch assembly. Insert handle post through 
the assembly, ensuring the pointed oval cutouts are facing 
the latch as seen in Detail H. Place the circular metal covers 
on each side of the handle. Loosen set screws on each 
handle using allen key provided with the handle assembly. 
Slide handles onto handle post from both sides, press each 
in securely. Tighten set screws on each handle using 3M allen 
key.
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STEP 14

STEP 13 Slide the ventilation crossmember down onto the 
back frame via two pre-installed mating clips

With door open, place L-shaped trigger bracket 
over threaded hole on hinge side of base 
bracket door opening (a). Bolt step plate onto 
base overtop of carpet edge using #10-32 
1/4” flathead bolts using 3/32 allen key. Metal 
of trigger bracket will protrude past the step 
plate and its position can be adjusted to ensure 
drop-seal on base of door engages by loosening 
screw (b) and re-tightening once adjusted.
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STEP 15

STEP 16

Carefully peel off the adhesive backing of the included 
foam trim and align one side of the trim to the inside 
edge of the face frame on the front and on the outside 
edge of the back panel on the back (A). 
Insert two 1/4-20 dowel nuts into front and two into 
back frame in middle top locations (B).  
Ensure threaded opening is facing up/down. 

Using two people, insert felt side panels into the metal 
base. Come in at angle, then upright flexing the edges 
of the panel out to pass by the foam gaskets applied 
in Step 15. Once positioned, the edges of the felt side 
panels will compress the foam gaskets as shown in 
Detail K-2. Use caution when moving panels as they 
have considerable weight.
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STEP 18 Place metal cap on top of unit and bolt into place using  
1/4-20 x 1 1/4” bolts.

STEP 17With felt panels in place, ensure clips on lip of felt panel 
align with clips embedded in the face and rear frames. 
Press firmly on each clip location to engage.



STEP 19 Plug in and enjoy your Loop Flex!
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